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COINCIDENCE???
Gen 1:14 tells us that there are
heavenly bodies for signs and
appointed times. We remember that the wise men followed
the star, which told them of
the Messiah being born, and an
eclipse that turned the day to
night at Jesus’ death on the
cross in the middle of the day
accompanied by a great earthquake. (I have written about
the signs in the blood moons
of 2014-2015, which have accompanied many trials and
nations in tribulation as well as
Israel becoming a nation once
again at the four blood moons
of 1967.)
Mark Biltz, original author of
Blood Moons, said about the
total solar eclipses: “Just look at
the biblical pattern. Many know
the story of Jonah and Nineveh
from the Bible, but not the historical background events as to what
had already transpired, and why
they repented. In 765 B.C., a
plague broke out in Nineveh
where even the king was not able
to go out to war, as was custom.
This was followed by a civil war
and then another plague! An
archaeological find of cuneiform
tablets was found in the 19th
century describing events in Nineveh. A famous eclipse mentioned
in the tablets was known as the

Bur-Sagale eclipse, which is verified by NASA as occurring on June
15, 763 BC. The path of totality
was right over Nineveh. God had
declared the sun and the moon
were for signs, and now the Ninevites saw the wrath of God coming
even before Jonah arrived a couple months later. When Jonah
arrived, they were ripe for repentance.”
How many people truly know
what God is saying to the nations? The church, in general, is
not using the gifts of the Spirit.
Not many are being prepared
or told to watch because it is
almost a Christian taboo that if
we do regard heavenly signs we
are “messing with astrology”
tempting hell fire judgment.
Quite a few Bible stories would
have been eliminated if God’s
messages in the heavens had
not been regarded. God is a
supernatural God, while His
children, who believe in Him,
do not do so out of superstition but by the supernatural as
well. 2 Tim 3:5 …Having a form
of godliness, but denying the power (dunamis-supernatural, miraculous force of power) thereof…
Jesus said many things in parting
that we should take very seriously: Luke 12:37-38 Blessed are
those servants, whom the lord

when he cometh shall find watching: verily I say unto you, that he
shall gird himself, and make them
to sit down to meat, and will come
forth and serve them. And if he
shall come in the second watch, or
come in the third watch, and find
them so, blessed are those servants. Matt 24:32-33 Now learn a
parable of the fig tree; When his
branch is yet tender, and putteth
forth leaves, ye know that summer is nigh: So likewise ye, when
ye shall see all these things, know
that it is near, even at the doors.
Then Jesus said something that
should bother us all: Luke 18:8
…Nevertheless when the Son of
man cometh, shall he find faith on
the earth?
For those of you who do not
poo-poo the signs of the heavens when aligned with Scripture
and Jewish appointed seasons
of feast days, I will show you
what is coming for this month
of September 2017. For the
scoffers and end time mockers,
you needn’t continue reading
this article…save it for your
toilet paper as it might come in
handy.
To continue: Rev 12:1-4 AND
there appeared a great wonder in
heaven; a woman clothed with the
sun, and the moon under her feet,
and upon her head a crown of

twelve stars: 2 AND she being
with child cried, travailing in birth,
and pained to be delivered. 3
AND there appeared another
wonder in heaven; and behold a
great red dragon, having seven
heads and ten horns, and seven
crowns upon his heads. 4 AND
his tail drew the third part of the
stars of heaven, and did cast
them to the earth: and the dragon stood before the woman,
which was ready to be delivered,
for to devour her child as soon as
it was born.
Many of these signs have
played out in the constellations
but never all of them at one
time exactly as it is written, but
here goes.
(Continued p. 2)
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Coincidence? Continued
This Sept 23, 2017, Virgo will have

ing seven heads and ten horns,

Jewish High Holy Days and Ten

from the Aug 21, 2017 total

the sun at her shoulder and the

and seven crowns upon his

Days of Repentance with the

solar eclipse there is a seven

moon at her feet. Leo with nine

heads. 4 And his tail drew the

blowing of the ram's horn calling

year period when a repeat of the

stars are at her head, but wait for

third part of the stars of heav-

God's people together to repent.

total solar eclipse will again pass

it...Mercury, Venus and Mars will

en, and did cast them to the

The Feast of Trumpets, also

over the United States in 2024.

also line up with Leo at her head

earth: and the dragon stood

known as the feast of which no

The convergent line of crossing

making a crown of 12 stars. Then

before the woman which was

man knows the day or hour be-

seems to be Carbondale IL.

we have Jupiter known as the

ready to be delivered, for to

cause it is set by the new moon,

“king planet”,

devour her child as soon as it

begins with Rosh Hashanah. The

with its stripes

was born.

celebrations continue for ten days

and spear
marked side.
Jupiter will be
passing through the womb of Virgo where it will have been just
over 9 months and overdue therefore the phrase: pained to be
delivered.

Draco constellation has 7 extrasolar planets and is known as the
Red Dragon with a crown of seven stars, while in between the
dragon (Draco) and Virgo is Bootes, which is ten stars aimed at
Jupiter coming from the loins of
Virgo. The Latin of Bootes is bovis

of repentance, culminating on
Yom Kippur or the Day of Atonement. On this final day of the High
Holy Days, Jewish tradition holds
that God opens the Book of Life
and studies the words, actions,
and thoughts of every person
whose name he has written there.

By the way, as far as NASA can

or “cow” also interpreted as

This year, 2017, marks the 50 year

account, this total package neither

horn...ten of these horns.

Jubilee, which last happened in

occurs 7000 years prior nor will
happen again in the next projected
1000 years.

So does this coincide with the
appointed season of feasts? Feast
of Trumpets begins Sept 20-22,

Then we go to the next wonder:

according to the new moon. Rosh

Rev 12:3-4 And there appeared

Hashanah or Jewish New Year is

another wonder in heaven; and

called the Feast of Trumpets in

behold a great red dragon, hav-

the Bible because it begins the

Interestingly also, is the convergence over this area directly
over the New Madrid fault line.

1967 with Israel becoming a nation again. In the Year of Jubilee,
people are restored in all they had
lost and restored to their alienated home. Slaves are emancipated...no longer slaves.
It is interesting also to note that

I am not giving you a date for the
“rapture” of the church; I am
giving you something to watch
and prepare your heart.
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Faith Unfaithful Keeps Us Falsely True
There are many times in life

therefore, you have to decide

that we must detach from a

what it is that you believe. It is

problem or a person’s prob-

easy to say that we believe in

lem that compels us to focus a

the Word of God, however,

great deal of time and re-

you can admit to a belief and

sponse.

still believe something

Generally the response is in

different.

fear of what could happen, in

I have heard many

which we create scenarios that

Christians who have a belief

do not even exist. Worry and

that they do not believe in. For

even anger are other respons-

instance, how many Christians

es that chip away our purpose

hold to the belief that Jesus

and God’s plan for us taking us

took stripes for their healing,

further away from faith.

yet do not believe they are

Heb 10:35 Cast not away
therefore your confidence,
which hath great recompense of reward.

healed? That is a prime example of casting away our confidence. We attach ourselves to
the problem areas that grow

site.
“Believers” have a tendency
not to involve themselves with

they come, by staying more
connected in the Truths of
God’s Word.

their owns beliefs. We are

Instead of telling our prob-

oxymorons personified! Faith

lems to God, it is time to tell

unfaithful keeps us falsely

our problems of our miracu-

true. (Read it again.)

lous and powerful God who

We are walking contradictions
of our own faith and resent
the world labeling us as hypo-

paid the price on a cross to
take the burden of every
malady known to man.

crites. I do not feel that we

I will tell you the problem

mean to live in hypocrisy, but

hasn’t the staying power to

there is a disconnect. Let’s face

back itself up unless you

it, we go after the reward part

believe otherwise.

of Heb 10:35, but need to take
more consideration of what
not to cast away.

with our focus and detach

I am learning more every day

Confidence is firm trust and

from our Scriptural belief to

how to detach from life’s

assurance in what you believe,

believe the worst or the oppo-

problems, in whatever form

The Big BUTTTTT!
Have you experienced trying

butttt this Scripture tests me

He put the ball right back into

they went until this chink of

to encourage someone in the

to look and see if my situation

the Daddy’s court: Mark 9:23

someone who was not quite

Word only to have the Word

is greater than the Word of

If thou canst believe, all

convinced they could really

of God pushed aside for the

God or if I am the exception

things are possible to him

do what they offered.

Big BUTTT?

to unravel everything God said.

that believeth.

“Buttt, you don’t know what

There was a man that the dis-

The man replied, “I believe;

blocking the healing was hard-

I’ve been through!”

ciples had trouble convincing

help thou mine unbelief.”

er with which to deal than

of his child’s healing in which

Now the prayer is no longer

the symptoms of the disease.

Christ replied: Mark 9:19 O

for the illness but for the unbe-

Unbelief always takes more

lief. The disciples were

prayer and fasting because as

stumped at why they could not

a man thinks in his heart, so is

succeed in this situation. Jesus

he. This also takes me back to

was not saying that one illness

an earlier article to say we

was more difficult than anoth-

must believe in our be-

er. Unbelief was addressed all

liefs...otherwise how can we

through this account. The dis-

call ourselves believers?

ciples had success everywhere

“Jesus, help thou mine unbelief.”

“Buttt I don’t think God is
hearing me!”

faithless generation, how
“Buttt the doctor, lab test, MRI long shall I be with you? how
said…”
long shall I suffer you? bring
Isa 53:1 Who hath believed

him unto me.

our report? and to whom is

When the man was taken to

the arm of the LORD re-

Jesus, he asked IF Jesus could

vealed?

do anything. Jesus’ reply was

I do not know about you,

neither yes, no or wait for it.

Jesus saw that the skepticism
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Cob Webs
Contrary to popular belief, cob-

accumulated to make patterns in

remember the origin, goes like

mind of something you thought

webs only form when dust

our thinking.

this: A woman bought a ham,

a certain way that ended up

took it home, cut it in half and

being wrong and sometimes

baked the first half and then the

ridiculous in believing.

collects on wayward pieces of
silk produced by spiders or other insects. The dust has time to
collect on something that has
not moved or changed, therefore the
collection.

Picture a thought like a spider
weaving a web. At first it is just
an invisible strand that traps
other thoughts and sucks the life
out of them. As dusty thoughts
gather they evolve into visible
patterns that can be seen in our
actions. We do not know why
we do or think in certain ways
because the spider that weaved
the web is long gone while the

In prayer I saw as if many cob

web not only survived the test of

webs were in man’s thinking as

time but added to itself.

undisturbed thoughts that had

A simple story, that I cannot

second half. She always baked
her ham this way. Her offspring
grew to the pattern of when you
buy a ham you bake it in halves.
They did not question why, it
was just the way you baked a
ham. Later they discovered that
mom only baked it in halves because neither her oven nor pan

I believe that in this day and
age we are so busy we never
spend time with our thoughts
enough to check them out. We
hate cleaning out closets or
garages so they remain cluttered of things useful only in
gathering dust.

was big enough for a whole ham

It is good to make time to sit

to fit.

and ask the Holy Spirit to

You may have a similar story in

show us the cob webs that
need to be cleared.

Discerning Faith
Discernment is the quality of
being able to grasp and comprehend what is obscure;
keenness of insight and perception even in a visible
world.
Spiritual discernment is
recognizing something in an
inner sight rather than a natural sight with the eyes. It sees
what has no appearance,
comprehends something that
is not obvious and can distinguish between things of no
substance.
While our natural life depends and uses our five senses daily, it is with our spirit
that we have discernment. It
is a communication of the
Spirit of God awakening our
spirit in an inner sightedness.
Mankind is most familiar with
seeing what has an appearance, comprehending the
obvious and distinguishing
between things of substance.
Our eyes, ears and natural
senses have deceived us into
thinking that they control
what is and is not.

Helen Keller once said that
she took comfort in the
things of God in that the
“things seen were temporal and
the things unseen eternal”.
She was also quoted as saying, “I believe that God is in me
as the sun is in the colour and
fragrance of a flower - the Light
in my darkness, the Voice in my
silence.” How did Helen find
God? She had to feel after
Him, see something of no
appearance, understand
something not obvious and
distinguish between things of
no substance.
Faith’s discerning is the impairment of the world.
What they do not see and
hear they lack. They feel after nothing because their
eyes and ears chart the map
of what is. Without the use
of discernment we have detracted strength and are only
two thirds of our being. We
are robbed of the inner voice
and sight of the spirit within.
Discerning is as invisible as
the conscience, yet we are

diminished and none the better for lack of their use.
How did Abraham find God
without a Bible to guide him?
Abraham discerned in faith to
leave his home of Ur to go
where he did not know.
Noah discerned by faith that
he was to build an ark for a
flood that he could not comprehend. They died never
having read what we may
read today, yet they were
able to feel after God and see
what lacks appearance, understand what is not obvious
and distinguish between
things of no substance.
Faith and discernment are
close traveling companions.
How true are these words in
Hebrews 11:1 Now faith is
the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of
things not seen. Without
this inner sightedness we see
in hind sight. This is a day
when discernment and faith
are the most valuable in
watching the signs and discerning what God is saying in

order to prepare our hearts
and minds in the direction of
wisdom for the hour. Anyone can see what has happened after it hits. It is not
only the prophet who forewarns but also faith and discernment for each who feel
after it. Acts 17:27 That
they should seek the Lord,
if haply they might feel
after him, and find him,
though he be not far from
every one of us…
Not having discernment is
the same as running backwards.
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Just My Thoughts
One thing we have learned

therefore to God. Resist the

through the course of life’s experi-

devil, and he will flee from

ences is that God does not always

you. Draw nigh to God, and

answer the way we think...at least
in most people’s view.

he will draw nigh to you.
Cleanse your hands, ye sin-

I, however, see it differently. I

ners; and purify your hearts,

think that we simply do not re-

ye double minded.

ceive our answers in the way God
thinks.
Isa 55:8-9 For my thoughts are
not your thoughts , neither are

out cause or in vain.
What does it mean to return
God’s Word to Him void or
empty? Void or empty of
what? Here is a great example: Rom 8:1There is therefore now no condemnation

The response would most like-

to them which are in Christ

ly be something like: “You can’t

Jesus,

judge me!” when in fact, this

life and death are in the power of the tongue and my
tongue was speaking death by
its negativity. God’s Spirit
urged me to go to all those
within earshot of my remarks
and apologize for my words,
which I did. Prov 17:10 He
who covers over an offense
promotes love, but whoever

How many of us rely upon

repeats the matter sepa-

this and send this back to God

rates close friends. I could

in our prayers or quote it to

tell in hindsight that what I

others going through their

had said, hurt my own testi-

your ways my ways, saith the

had nothing to do with your

LORD. For as the heavens

judgment...It was the Word of

are higher than the earth, so

God.

are my ways higher than

Speaking of the Word; how

difficulties...yet, something is

your ways, and my thoughts

mony to these I had vomited

many times has someone

missing. If this Word is given

than your thoughts.

my criticism. I know that it is

wanted a word from God, yet

in this form, it is empty. How,

by our testimony as well as

Just because we have a baton

never open their Bible?

you may wonder? It is incom-

Jesus’ blood that I overcome

plete, for the rest of this

and defeat the enemy, so my

Word is missing, which is:

testimony is valuable to my

Rom 8:1 who walk not after

success in the Word of God’s

the flesh, but after the Spir-

promises. It is one thing to

it.

write about God’s Word and

does not make us skilled at
directing an orchestra.

People can be very good at
being God by critic, since they

Then of course is the man or

have formed Him in their own

woman who have married and

minds, while it would take

divorced multiple times and

more time than many want to

wonder why God has not sent

give in actually getting to know

If we are walking in the flesh,

another to live in its values

them another spouse...or the

God.

trouble will come in whatever

and purpose.

person causing you the most

Yes, None of these examples

form, and nice people will

So, I come back to my first

comfort your malady with the

remark of believing that it is

first part of that Scripture to

not so much that God does

hold onto, without the guid-

not answer the way we think,

ance of repentance from walk-

but that we do not receive

ing in the flesh. When we are

His answers in the way He

walking after God’s Spirit, we

thinks. If we valued and tried

have no condemnation.

to understand His thinking

trouble is not dying of the
plague...the car you walked
around seven times is not given to you as you neglect your
child support etc. etc. What of
those who say hateful things

are your examples, Dear Reader, because you know: Isa
55:11 So shall my word be
that goeth forth out of my
mouth: it shall not return
unto me void, but it shall

about the God they say they

accomplish that which I

do not believe in because He

please, and it shall prosper

I was corrected by the Spirit

from all He has clued us into

has never done anything for

in the thing whereto I sent it.

recently from talking about

by His Word, we might see

someone in a derogatory way

more clearly and straighten

who had hurt my daughter

some of our crooked

repeatedly. I was not walking

thoughts to match the an-

in the spirit when I rehearsed

swers we need.

this in the ears of those

These are just my thoughts.

them? Some things are a no
brainer for most of us.

God understands what His
Word says and tells us that His

You have to bite your tongue

Word should not return back

from saying things like: James

to Him void, which is to say

4:7-8 Submit yourselves

emptily or ineffectually, with-

around me. I also know that

